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S479 Pin base dual action spring-loaded vice clamp includes two removable push rods
and four dowel pins which fit into the top of the jaws. The maximum clamping capacity
between the jaws is 42mm. The aluminium vice plates have reversible jaws with a
smooth side and a side with three small grooves. The grooves are more suitable for small
round samples or to hold samples with a rough sides. Maximum sample capacity between dowel pins is 50mm.

SS479

Please Scroll Down

Dimensions 76 x 51 x 26mm

S479/1 As S479 with M4 threaded hole
S479/T Standard triple groove/smooth vice jaw, 12 x 40 x 6mm, each

S479/T

S479/S Single large groove/smooth vice jaw, 12 x 40 x 6mm, each
S479/S

Conductive soft jaw lining kit for vice type SEM sample holders Comprises a conductive neoprene rubber sheet with a conductive adhesive layer on one side. It is intended to hold more delicate samples and to prevent damage to sensitive surfaces. The
conductive medium soft rubber provides both a soft grip and a path to earth. This kit has
been designed for use on all vice type holders. It comes as one piece and can be cut to
size as required. After use it can be easily replaced or removed from the vice jaws (use
acetone/isopropanol for cleaning). Supplied as a sheet which holds enough material to
cut 5-6 sets of soft jaw linings.

S480

S480

S480 Conductive soft jaw lining kit for vice type SEM sample holders, 50x120mm sheet

Large Versatile Vice Clamp Sample Holders
These holders are large vice clamps with movable jaws and can accommodate large, heavy or multiple samples. They are designed for SEMs
with large sample stages. The holders consist of a base plate with two parallel rows of holes to position the vice jaws at 10mm intervals for optimum
sample compatibility. Made from vacuum grade aluminium with brass mounting screws and steel clamping screws. The sample can be adequately
held using the clamping screws. Two sets of 3 screws with 10mm and 16mm length are provided with each vice clamp plate. The holders are freely
configurable. There are two models to fit various sample sizes:

•
•

V80 versatile vice clamp holder - for samples up to 80mm

•
•
•

standard vice clamp plates with 12mm height

V120 versatile vice clamp holder – for samples up to 120mm.
Additional jaws can be added to mount multiple samples in the same holder. Currently , there are three types
of vice clamps available:

optional grooved vice clamp plates with 16mm height
height extension clamp plates with 12mm height. Mount one or two additional extension clamps to increase the height to 24mm or even 36mm.
The standard and height extension vice clamp plates can be mounted either way to optimise the height of the set screws.

S700 Versatile vice clamp sample holder for up to 80mm pin stub
S701 Versatile vice clamp sample holder for up to 80mm M4 threaded hole
S700

S702 Versatile vice clamp sample holder for up to 120mm pin stub
S703 Versatile vice clamp sample holder for up to 120mm M4 threaded hole
S702

Additional adjustable clamps next page
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Additional Clamping Jaws for Large Versatile
Specimen Clamps
S704

S704 VC12 standard vice jaw plate 12 x 44 x 5mm incl. set screws.
The vice jaw plates can be mounted either way to optimise the height of the clamping
screws. When the plates are attached in the standard position, the clamping screws are
in a higher position. Attach the plates upside down, and the clamping screw will be in a
lower position.
Multiple vice clamps can be used on one vice base plate. The jaw plates can be mounted
on the base plate at 10mm intervals maximise sample size compatibility.

S705 VC16 grooved jaw plate 16 x 44 x 5mm incl. set screws

S705

The grooved vice clamping plates can be mounted either way to optimise the height of
the clamping screws. When the grooved vice clamping plates are attached in the standard position, the clamping screws are in a higher position. Attach the grooved clamping
plates upside down and the clamping screw will be in a lower position.
Multiple vice clamping plates can be used on one vice base plate. The vice clamping
plates can be mounted on the base plate in 10mm intervals to maximise sample size.

S706 VH12 height extension clamping plate for VC12 with mounting screws, incl. set
screws

S706
Shown with base plate (not included)

Height extension vice clamp with 12mm height and 3 set screws. Can be mounted op top
of the standard or grooved vice clamps to increase the clamp height to 24 or even 30mm.
The vice clamps can be mounted either way to optimize the height of the set screws.
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